Easy-Up™ Overhead Storage
Easy-Up Overhead Storage.
Simply the easiest way to store all your stuff.

The Easy-Up™ Overhead Storage unit with attractive curved opaque door is compliant with ADA (American Disabilities Act) and CSA B651: Barrier Free Design when mounted at 50” H. The motion assist mechanism allows for “easy-up” opening from a seated position. With a gentle push, the door lifts up and stores out of the way, above the storage unit. The Easy-Up™ Overhead Storage unit can be panel mounted or up-mounted if desired, so that lower height panels may be utilized. The units shell is available in all standard Evolve environmentally friendly epoxy coated paint finishes.

A  Accommodates standard & A4 binder
B  Optional metal dividers
C  Locks are standard and can be keyed alike
D  The finished back of the overhead provides additional height and privacy in back-to-back stations
E  Optional magnetic dry erase board can be fitted to back of unit

Evolve is Greenguard® certified to rigorous Indoor air quality standards for low-emitting interior products and manufactured in ISO 14001 registered facilities.
Paper stock used in printing this brochure contains post consumer recycled content. 14.0130 280814

At Evolve we believe it is our responsibility to protect the environment for future generations. The growing importance of reducing energy consumption and resource sustainability continues to challenge us in this ever-changing marketplace.